The Optimal Price and Period Control of Complete Pre-Ordered Merchandise Supply
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Abstract—This study addresses the problem of complete pre-ordered merchandise supply. We discuss the sale price and the supply period with the demand rate function of merchandise for customers and the ratio function of customers’ willingness to wait for taking merchandise, wherein the supply period and the sale price at any point of time during the complete stock-out period are decision variables. The purpose of this study intends to seek the optimal supply period and the optimal price function at any point of time during the complete stock-out period for maximizing the unit time profit of complete pre-ordered store. The finding is for the periodical supply model of complete pre-ordered merchandise, the price which is a constant in the basic EOQ model is no longer an assumed condition, but a necessary condition for the optimal solution under the special assumptions of demand rate function and ratio function. Furthermore, for the members of decision-making team in a complete pre-ordered store, the outcomes of this study provide a guideline for the optimal supply opportunity, pricing strategies, promotion activities and sale practice of complete pre-ordered merchandise.
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